Abstract -In this paper we give an overview and compare Huffman and Arithmetic algorithm using PCM audio data 16 bits stereo. The motivation for the study is to increase the transmission speed in the information exchange which is greatly dependent upon the size of the information. Compression has become one of the solutions to the above problem. The quest for efficient audio data compression rate is still ongoing and good quality compression particularly for music files are greatly sought after by the industry as well as users. Currently music files are stored in various formats and the paper will focus on a lossless technique. The technique is applied to raw WAV files with a comparison of two algorithms, namely Huffman and Arithmetic, and to compare the parameters of file size, ratio, speed, the factor of compression and waveform. The results are then compared to previous existing research and then present the difference of the test result on other data such as text and images.
I. INTRODUCTION
The speed of information transmission that combines text, sound, and images has become a major part of the exchange of information. The speed of delivery was commonly dependent upon the size of the information. One of the solutions to the above problems is run compression before the data, text, sound, and images are transmitted, and then being decompress by the receiver to obtain the original data (decompress).
Data compression is an essential issue. This compression technique is crucial because of the size of the data the more extended the increasingly large and complex was added, for it needs to be supported by the development of the technology of continuous bandwidth (speed for downloading data from the internet) are balanced. It is human nature that they prefer the best quality of data with minimal size (quantity). Considering the issues above, then the solution is the maximization of existing compression, i.e. reducing the slots used by the compressed data.
Given the scenario, there is still a need to compare and determine which algorithm should be used in performing data compression specifically for audio files that are formatted in mp3, and wav as a very sensitive will lose data [1] . The size of WAV files are large, then the required compression to reduce the size of the data. WAV format is usually used as the master data or original audio data compression, which allows it be used without removing the original data is a Lossless compression [2] .
Technology has grown rapidly and people quest for quality entertainment has increased [2] [1] . Several developments are also observed in the audio aspect. Good audio quality causes the listeners also to enjoy it. The audio content that a person usually listens is usually in the form of music. This sound quality is very attractive to people both as consumers and industry players. Therefore, the format of sounds in a file is very important.
This audio has various formats when stored in a file. In this file storage, audio also requires compression to minimize the storage capacity and ease of access in real time. Files with small capacity are easily accessible and transmitted [3] . The compression technique consists of lossless and lossy. Lossy compression represents a reduction of some frequencies from the original sound and still leaves the frequency of sounds that humans can hear, while lossless compression attempts to shrink the actual file size without reducing the content by combining linear approximations and entropy coding [4] . Through compression, data is minimized to maximize the channels allocated for data. It is used to increase data transmission capacity.
This lossless approach is applied to raw WAV files with a comparison of two algorithms, namely Huffman and Arithmetic [3] . Both of these methods are popular in compression as well as having their advantages and disadvantages. The Huffman algorithm can minimize data for a particular symbol larger than its entropy. This algorithm uses symbols that often appear to represent in a single symbol. Furthermore, the Arithmetic Algorithm depends on the probability of occurrence of symbols. It follows a universal source code procedure that depends on the source statistic model.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Compression is a change in the size of the data into a [5] .This is useful for storing smaller and easier data in the process of sending data. This compression process is in contrast to the decompression process. Decompression process is a process that attempts to restore data or files that have been compressed into the original form. When restoring the data to its original form, it has the configuration of the refilled contents of the data or files. This often happens the data section after experiencing the decompression process. Data compression can run in two ways (Lossy and Lossless) [6] - [8] . Symbols to data and encoding symbols that often appear with a small number of bits. Each algorithm on data compression focus on some data transformation. This further minimizes random or reduces the number of symbols and takes advantage of the symbols that often appear and encode some symbols that have smaller bits.
Furthermore, the usual sound heard every day is an analog waveform. These waves are tempered by the air pressure around us, which we can hear with the help of the eardrum. As with pictures, digital audio can be broken down into numbers that can then be processed [9] . Audio data digitization is done by measuring the voltage at multiple points in the vulnerable time and interpreting each measurement in the form of numbers and then writing the numbers in a file. This process is called sampling. The advantage of digital audio is the perfect sound production quality. The perfect quality of reproduction is its ability to reproduce audio signals repeatedly without diminishing sound quality [1] . However, the original sound file has a large size. Therefore, it is necessary to do good compression in order to shrink the file size and maintain its quality. The data compression approach has two types, that are lossless and lossy compression. Lossless data compression is a class of data compression algorithms that allow the original data to be rearranged from compression data, whereas lossy compression is a method for compressing data and decompressing it. Lossless compression is used to compress data to be accepted in original condition [8] . Whereas lossy compression produces smaller compression files compared to existing lossless methods. Lossless compression is used if the accuracy of sanitary data is important, while lossy compression usually removes parts of the data that are not very useful and not perceived by us so still think that the data can still be used even in compression. The illustration of the former compression approach is shown in Figure 1 .
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
In this study, the lossless approach is used to compress WAV files. This approach includes several algorithms such as Huffman and Arithmetic. The Huffman algorithm begins by listing all the alphabetical symbols in the order of their probabilities [10] .This then builds a tree, with symbols on each leaf, from bottom to top. This is done by the steps, where at each step the two symbols with the smallest probability are selected, added to the top of the partial tree, removed from the list, and replaced with auxiliary symbols representing the two original symbols. When the list is reduced to just one auxiliary symbol (representing the entire alphabet), the tree is finished. The tree is then passed to determine the symbol code.
A. Huffman Algorithm
Huffman algorithm is a type of optimal prefix code commonly used for data compression without loss. The process of finding or using the code was continued by Huffman coding [11] - [13] . An algorithm is developed by David A. Huffman when he became a D.Sc. student at MIT and published his paper in 1952 entitled "Method for Minimum Redundancy Code Construction".
The output of the Huffman algorithm can be seen as a variable-length code table for encoding source symbols (such as characters in a file). This algorithm produces this table from the estimated probability or frequency of occurrence (weight) for each possible source symbol value [12] , [13] . As with other entropy coding methods, the more common symbols are generally represented using fewer bits than the less common symbols. The Huffman method can be implemented efficiently, finding the code in linear time with the number of input weights if this weight is sorted. Although there are encoding methods partially, Huffman encoding is not always optimal if it is compared by all compression method.
The Huffman algorithm flow begins by assigning some code from each piece of data to become multiple symbols [17] - [19] . Then, the next step is to write the first symbol. This symbol is added to the code for the next symbol. It will check whether there is still the last symbol. If the last symbol does not exist, then the process of recurrence by adding more code to the next symbol. Last symbol checking is done again. If this last symbol does not exist, then the process stops.
The assigning algorithm of encoding to each symbol is begun using determining probability of each symbol. The arrangement of node probability depends on command. Next, combine the 2 least probabilities into a single node. There is a check on whether only 2 left nodes are in a row. If this condition is met, then the process is stopped. However, if this condition is not met then there is a loop going to the stage of preparation of the probability of the dependent node with the command [18] , [19] . After passing the examination of this condition, the stage continues to the process of filling the number 0 at the vertex of the node and 1 at the base of the node. Furthermore, it leads to a separate node in the node below the line in question. There is a check on the condition whether there is any probability of a symbol. If this does not exist, then there is a loop toward the filling stage of value 0 at the vertex of the node and 1 below the node. If the examination shows that there is a probability of the symbols appearing then reading a bit from the end line to the original line streams to form the word code.
Examples of compression technique using Huffman on text files are shown below. Suppose a text file whose contents are represented by "AAAABBBCCCCCD". This file has a size of 13 bytes and one-character equal to 1 byte. Based on the descriptions above, compression can be done as follows: characters, all characters in the file can be changed to: 01010101001001001111110001111111 because the numbers 0 and number 1 represent 1 bit, so the above data bits consist of 32 bits or 4 bytes (1 byte = 8 bits). f. The way to store data type of character is sorting it from the data which have highest frequency to lowest so it becomes: [C,A,B,D] such as data symbol above. After it has been compression, data had size about 1+4+4=9 byte. This amount consists of 1 byte character code which has lowest frequency, 4 character type = 4 byte and 4 byte of whole character code.
B. Arithmetic Coding
Arithmetic coding has important history because at the algorithm has successfully replaced the Huffman coding for 25 years. Arithmetic coding is part of entropy encoding which converts data into a other form with more often uses a little bit and seldom uses more bits characters [18] . This coding technique separates the input message into symbols and swaps each symbol with a floating-point. Arithmetic coding encodes the entire message into a fractional number n where ( 0.0 = n <1.0) [20] , [21] .
Arithmetic coding algorithm replace a sequence of inputted symbols with floating point. As the encoded messages are longer and complex, Some bits are needed for this requirement. A sequence of symbols into a unique number with interval (0.1) and notation (0.1) has mean that all real numbers from 0 to 1, including 0 but excluding 1 or it can be written with 0 = x < 1. This number can be uniquely decoded so it generates a sequence of symbols which are used to generate these numbers [22] , [23] .
As a note of this table, each character has mentioned range, except the number which has high frequency. So, symbol "3e" has range from 0.8 to 0.9999. Next, the encoding is explained according to below: [5] .
1. Set low = 0.0 (initial conditions) 2. Set high = 1.0 (initial conditions) 3. While (input symbol is still there) do 4. Take the symbol input. 5. CR = high -low. 6. High = low + CR*high_range(symbol) 7. Low = low + CR*low_range(symbol) 8. End while 9. Print low Algorithm above, such as low, high and CR state lower and upper limit then interval range of each symbol (character). At beginning, low and high is initialized using 0 and 1 then next process of both is updated using formulation:
1. High = low + CR*high_range(symbol) 2. Low = low + CR*low_range(symbol) Generally, the steps to compressing audio file using Arithmetic Coding as follow: 1. Open the audio file to read the header and audio sample. 2. Read audio files to get the data sample. 3. Take the value of the audio sample from 1 to n. 4. Arrange audio samples on the list chain with special characters' list delimiter among data sample audio (#).
Reading of the results from the audio data sample obtained starts from sample 1 with a #1 until sample 12 with a #12 on the last block of the audio data sample. Assume value chunk of audio sample value 1 (#1) above to be encoded as: 10-1,-1, 0, 7, 3d, 0,-1, 0, 7, 7,-1,-1, 3d and 0.
From the data that will be encoded on top, then it will be create a table of probabilities such as table I. On this proses, low value for last data is low = 0.119329056. It will be used for replace encode audio sample namely -1, 10, -1, 0, 07, 3d, 0, -1, 0, 07, 07, -1, -1, 3d and 0. Furthermore, sample 1 is #1 -1 10 -1 0 07 3d 0 -1 0 07 07 -1 -1 3d 0 and they change become #1 0,119329056. Next, It will replace for sample 2 using low value and becomes 0, xxxxxxxxx etc.
To perform the decompression of audio files, then do decoding process, as follows: In this matter, empty symbol can be signed (symbol) using special symbol where In this research uses #. Encoded message can be decoded according to below.
Take the encoded sy mbol (ES

ES = 0,119329056
Compare these values with the following symbol range in the following Probability Range Table IV.   TABLE IV The calculation is stopped because the retrieved value ES = 0. The results of the above calculation can be seen in table V. The comparison parameters of the Huffman Algorithm and the Arithmetic consist of speed, factor, ratio, waveform and file size after compression. Speed is measured from the start of the compression stage to completion. The unit for this speed determination is second. Then, the compression factor is the size of the data that shrinks during compression. It is measured in percentage form. Likewise the compression ratio, is also in the form of a percentage which is a representation of the size comparison after compression is done. If factor and compression ratio are added then it will yield 100% value. This is also achieved by observing the file size after compression. The last parameter of the comparison result is the waveform. The results of this test show the existing wave images. The existing waveform is compared with the patterns after the compression process is complete.
There are different criteria to measure the performance 36.5 ISSN: 1473-804x online, 1473-8031 print of a compression algorithm. However, the main concern has always been the space efficiency and time efficiency. Compression Ratio is a ratio between the size of the compressed file and the size of the source file. The compression factor is the inverse of the compression ratio [3] Speed (in compression and decompression): how fast is it? When evaluating data compression algorithms, compression and decompression speed must be taken into consideration. Compression speed is the number of uncompressed bits that can be handled in one second, and decompression speed is the number of compressed bits that can be handled per second Compression and decompression speed can be calculated according to [28] [29] . 
Seconds to compress
To perform data compression in Matlab, we only use WAVE Sound file (*.Wav). This file was originally obtained (J.S.Bach; Partita E major, Gavotte en rondeau (excerpt) -Sirkka Väisänen, violin), from resource http://www.music.helsinki.fi/tmt/opetus/uusmedia/esim/inde x-e.html.
The data file is "a2002011001-e02.wav" (Original recording (PCM encoded 16 bits per sample, sampling rate 44100 Hertz, stereo, Duration 54.3 Second ). Size 9.13 MB (9,580,594 bytes). 1. This code gives an optimal solution if the probability of distribution in source symbols has been known. 2. The encoding of each symbol is an integer number of bits. 3. If the source statistics is changed then Huffman coding is not efficient.
A. Matlab Script of Huffman
Because the probability of symbol has long size, storage in a single word or basic storage is complex. 
B. Matlab Script of Arithmetic Coding.
V. RESULT AND COMPARISONS
The results and comparison of compression that has been done is in table VI. Table 6 . These data indicate that the Huffman has an advantage in compression size that affects the ratio and its factors as well. In addition, the Arithmetic also has an advantage in speed to restore compressed files (Decompression Speed). However, Huffman's algorithm has an advantage in its speed of compression. Compression ratio reach 18.0051% using Huffman algorithm. It is better than using arithmetic algorithm. Arithmetic algorithm has reached 37.4716%. However, arithmetic is better in decompression speed namely 91.5486 s. Furthermore, Usage Huffman reach 316.8802 s. These data are expected to be reference for next developing both algorithm. Furthermore, the actual size and compression result is shown in Figure 2 . It is shown in waveform. After compression process is done with both of these methods, the result of waveform is shown in Figures 3 and 4 . The compression results in this waveform is shown in Figures 3  and 4 . These have similarity with Figure 8 . it proves that the compression of both algorithms does not change the waveform. It is caused, the algorithm uses the Lossless approach so no part of the data is omitted. Compression is done by rearranging the encoded data into the new file so there is no signal change. The compressed WAV file has the same quality as before. However, the compression size is smaller than before.
After it is conducted testing of both method using matlab, this gets some differences. Testing result is shown in Table 6 . It can be conclude that the result of Lossless compression for wave sound using Encoded PCM 16 bit per sampling and 44100 Hertz of sampling rate as follow:
1. Huffman Compression speed is faster than Arithmetic.
However, the decompression speed of Huffman is slower than the Arithmetic. 2. Arithmetic compression has compression ratio of 37.4716% and compression factor 62.5284%. Then, Huffman has 18.0051% of compression ratio and 81.9949% of compression factor. So, Huffman is better 36.7 ISSN: 1473-804x online, 1473-8031 print than Arithmetic in compression ratio and compression factor.
VI. CONCLUSION
The result of compression in Table VI [26] . There are similarities and differences. The Compression Speed of Huffman is faster than Arithmetic. However, Decompression Speed Arithmetic is faster than Huffman. 4. Compression using audio data and performance of lossless compression have difference result when they are used on data image and text. So, both algorithm is not always optimal for particular data. It needs to be improved again in setting of the bit allocation well. The future scope of this research is to compare all of the lossless compression algorithms with the same data so that later it can give a better picture of the results of all the lossless compression methods.
